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We simulate H2 adsorbed within zeolite Na-A. We use a block Lanczos procedure to generate the
first several ~9! rotational eigenstates of the molecule, which is modeled as a rigid, quantum rotor
with an anisotropic polarizability and quadrupole moment. The rotor interacts with Na cations and
O anions; interaction parameters are chosen semiempirically and the truncation of electrostatic fields
is handled with a switching function. A Monte Carlo proceedure is used to sample a set of states
based on the canonical distribution. Potential energy surfaces, favorable adsorbtion sites, and
distributions of barriers to rotation are analyzed. Separation factors for ortho–parahydrogen are
calculated; at low temperatures, these are controlled by the ease of rotational tunneling through
barriers. © 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~99!70139-X#
I. INTRODUCTION
Zeolites1 are aluminosilicates which contain rigid and
regular systems of cavities and channels with dimensions
ranging from around 3 Å to well over 10 Å. These charac-
teristics give rise to their ability to retain and filter molecules
with a high degree of selectivity,2,3 and hence their use as
molecular ‘‘sieves.’’ Aluminosilicates also contain charge-
balancing entities, due to the negative charge of the AlO4
tetrahedra which alternate with SiO4 tetrahedra in the frame-
work. These entities are either acid sites ~–OH groups!, or
cations located in extra-framework sites. These sites give rise
to the catalytic activity of zeolites, which via their geom-
etries, polarity, and the identity and location of acidic sites or
ions, can dominate the dynamics of chemical reactions be-
tween adsorbed reagents.1,3,4 These same properties also give
rise to the utility of zeolites in gas separation, and their po-
tential as storage media for gaseous fuels like methane and
hydrogen.5
Despite the fact that zeolites have been used on an in-
dustrial scale for many decades, detailed atomic-level infor-
mation on the interaction of zeolite hosts with adsorbate mol-
ecules has only recently begun to emerge. Much of this
progress has been accomplished by a close interplay of ex-
perimental investigations with various types of theoretical
calculations and simulations. This paper, and one that
follows,6 concern a simulation of molecular hydrogen, a
guest molecule with a role in all of the applications discussed
above. Hydrogen may be viewed as one of the most versatile
probes of adsorption sites in zeolites, on account of its small
size and weak interaction with the host. H2, as well as other
diatomics, have been used as probes of catalytic acid sites,7
and H2 may probe dual acid-base sites as well.8
One of the applications of zeolites in the area of separa-
tion has been their use to separate ortho- from parahydro-
gen. This is based on the different adsorption strengths of the
two rotational states of the hydrogen molecule. The experi-
mental efficiency with which ortho- and parahydrogen can
be separated, the so-called separation factor, is therefore a
good benchmark for interatomic potentials used in theoreti-
cal calculations of this quantity. In the current paper, we will
present a Monte Carlo ~MC! simulation of adsorbed H2 in
the zeolite Na-A, with realistic guest–host interaction poten-
tials and a quantum mechanical treatment of the rotations of
the H2 molecule. A MC sampling proceedure will produce a
set of center-of-mass positions in the zeolite which are con-
sistent with the canonical distribution at a given temperature.
Potential energy surfaces encountered by the hindered H2
rotor at these positions will be described, and separation fac-
tors will be computed for comparison with experimental
data. The second part of our work6 will examine the rota-
tional wave functions of the hindered rotor, and present di-
rect measurements of the ortho- to parahydrogen rotational
tunneling transition by inelastic neutron scattering. Experi-
mental data will be compared with computed rotational po-
tential barriers, and with a computed neutron spectrum.
a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
abug1@swarthmore.edu
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II. MODEL AND METHODS
A. Guest–host interactions
The unit cell formula of dehydrated zeolite Na-A ~also
known as 4A! is Na12Al12Si12O48 . ~There are an additional
27 H2O in the hydrated form.!9 The crystal is cubic with unit
cell diameter 12.3 Å, and space group Pm3m if one does not
distinguish between Si and Al. With the ratio of Si/Al equal
to unity, Si and Al alternate in the lattice ~Loewenstein’s
rule!. Additional disorder arises from the positions of a sub-
set of Na cations.10,11 At room temperature and below, each
of three ~termed NaII! cations will choose one of four
roughly degenerate local minima in the plane of an eight ring
~see Fig. 1!. One (NaIII) will choose one of twelve roughly
degenerate local minima within the supercage, near a four
ring. Our simulation does not distinguish between Si and Al
and, as is common in the guest-zeolite literature, treats the
Si1/2O group as a single center of force.12 Na cations are
placed in their crystallographic positions, chosen arbitrarily
in the case of NaII and NaIII . ~In contrast, a few studies on
the thermodynamics of adsorbtion place fractional charges at
all sites with the correct symmetry.13! The coordinates of the
atoms in a unit cell of our model zeolite can be inferred from
the positions in Table I.
The potential energy for the H2 guest is a sum of terms:
U5Udisp1U rep1Upol1Umultipole . ~1!
The first two are atom–atom terms, a ~London! dispersion
attraction, and a short-ranged repulsion; the second two
terms represent interaction with the electric field in the cav-
ity. The electric field is imagined to stem from partial
charges on Na and O atoms. While several studies proceed
by simply assigning the nominal charge of qNa511e to Na,
and hence qO520.25e to O,14,15 this tends to, for example,
overestimate the strength of the electric field in the cavities,
as one can infer from induced infrared bands of H2, and
other zeolitic guests.7,15,16,17 The majority of our data were
generated with qNa50.6e , qO520.15e , consistent with the
range for qNa of 0.55– 0.7e that can be seen in various pub-
lished simulations.18–21 Charge parameters for such studies
are typically derived from quantum chemical calculations;
alternatively20,22 Na partial charges can be optimized by
comparing the resulting normal mode frequencies to IR data.
A recent high-resolution x-ray diffraction study deduced
atomic charges from electronic densities, for the zeolite
natrolite.23
We take
Upol52 12 E~r!a˜~V!E~r!,
~2!
Umultipole52
1
6 (i j51,3 Qi j~V!
]Ej~r!
]xi
,
where the indices i , j run over three Cartesian coordinates.
E(r) is the electric field at the H2 center-of-mass location r,
a˜(V) is its molecular polarizability tensor, and Q˜ (V) is its
quadrupole tensor. V is a steric angle giving the orientation
of the H2 bond axis, referred to Cartesian axes fixed within
the zeolite. When the molecular axis points in the z direction,
the tensors are diagonal:
a˜5S a1 0 00 a1 0
0 0 a2
D , Q˜ 5S 2Q2 0 00 2Q2 0
0 0 Q
D ~3!
with a1,250.71,0.93 Å3 and Q50.26e Å2.24 The rotation of
these tensors through the angle V[(u ,f) is accomplished
in a standard way:
a˜~V!5R˜ Ta˜R˜ ,
~4!
R˜ 5S cos u cos f2sin f
sin u cos f
cos u sin f
cos f
sin u sin f
2sin u
0
cos u
D .
Though ones simulation results ‘‘rest heavily upon the
reliability of the potentials and their parametrizations’’ 25 the
unfortunate reality is that there is a great deal of freedom in
how one can choose semiempirical potentials. Our dispersion
attraction is modeled with a dipole–induced dipole term:26
Udis5(
k
2Ak
r6
, ~5!
where k indexes Na and O. If Ak is calculated using a
Kirkwood–Muller form27 with atomic parameters for isotro-
pic polarizability, a, and diamagnetic susceptibility, x, of
Table II, the results, in round figures, are: ANa
580 Å6 kcal/mol, AO5390 Å6 kcal/mol. ~A Slater–
Kirkwood parametrization27 with the number of Na electrons
set to 10.4 and number of O electrons set to 8.15 yields
roughly the same results.! A London calculation28 gives
FIG. 1. Zeolite Na-A ~also referred to as 4A!.
TABLE I. Zeolitic positions ~Å!.
Atom x y z
Si/Al 1.57 3.89 6.15
OI 0.0 3.35 6.15
OII 2.56 2.56 6.15
OIII 1.94 4.77 4.77
NaI 3.67 3.67 3.67
NaII 0.86 0.86 6.15
NaIII 0.0 23.31 3.31
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smaller values: ANa550 Å6 kcal/mol, AO5210
Å6 kcal/mol.29 The results of the present work correspond to
the values ANa550 and AO5230 Å6 kcal/mol. Most relev-
ent, the major results reported in this paper are not very
sensitive to the distinction between these values ~some sup-
porting data appear in Ref. 6!.
We model the short-ranged repulsion as
U rep5(
k
Bk~g!
r12
. ~6!
This term is designed to make the potential energy between
H2 and a single zeolite atom a minimum when they are sepa-
rated by a distance corresponding to the van der Waals di-
ameter, r0(g), where g is the angle between the bond axis of
H2 and the vector from H2 to the zeolite atom. We have
adopted the parametrization:
r0~g!5r0
11~r0
22r0
1!cos2 g . ~7!
There are various experimental and theoretical values to
choose from for van der Waals radii, rvdw . With values as in
Table II, we have r0
1,252.39,2.50 Å for Na and r01,2
52.86,2.97 Å for O. These are based on H2 having short and
long dimensions of 2.82 and 3.04 Å, respectively; in line
with calculations and collisional experiments.24,30 For a
single zeolite atom of type k at distance r with H2 inclined at
angle g, the electrostatic energies of Eq. ~2! are
Upol5
2qk
2
2r4 ~a11~a22a1!cos
2 g![
2qk
2
2r4 a~g!, ~8!
Umultipole5
Qqk
4r3 ~3 cos
2 g21 ![
qk
4r3 Q~g!. ~9!
In order to find Bk(g), Eqs. ~5!, ~8!, and ~9! imply that we
set
]
]r S Bk~g!r12 2 Akr6 2 qk
2
2r4 a~g!1
qk
4r3 Q~g! D 50
at r5r0~g!. ~10!
Thus
Bk~g!5
r0~g!
6
2 S Ak1 qk
2
r0~g!
2a~g!
3 2
qkr0~g!3Q~g!
8 D
~11!
with r0 as in Eq. ~7!.
A somewhat different parametrization for the case of
H2–Na1 interactions has been made based on semiempirical
Hartree–Fock ~HF! calculations.31,32 Fits of the potential to
an analytic form indicated that terms which are higher than
second order in the angle ~e.g., hexadecapole interactions!
were not major contributors below a separation of about 2.5
Å. It was also found, for example, that at separations greater
than 6 Å, electrostatic, inductive terms reproduced the HF
potential extremely well. While it is not obvious how param-
eters should compare, given the difference in the charge state
of the Na for which we seek a potential model, Falcetta et al.
found that the minimum intermolecular separation was R
52.475 Å and the well had a depth of 2.95 kcal/mol. ~These
numbers have been calculated in a variety of other quantum
chemical studies, some of which are cited in Sec. IV.! These
are to be compared with R52.4 Å and 1.73 kcal/mol for our
model, when H2 interacts with an isolated sodium for which
qNa50.6. ~In our model, this well depth increases to 2.5
kcal/mol when the charge is increased to qNa51.0, but other
parameters are left unchanged.! Our short range repulsive
energy has a value of 86 kcal/mol at R51.6 Å, which is
higher than the value of 25 kcal/mol found in Ref. 31, albeit
lower than a value of 114 kcal/mol that arises from a fit to an
inelastic scattering experiment.33 It might also be worthwhile
to note that quantum chemical studies have taught us that the
binding of H2 to an isolated Na1 is almost entirely electro-
static in origin. There is a very small contribution of corre-
lation energy to the binding energy,31,34,35 and the sodium
polarizes very little. These are not true for H2 binding to
some of the other metals studied.35
A cubic simulation cell of width rc524.6 Å ~two unit
cells! was used. Periodic boundary conditions were em-
ployed, which necessitated cutting off interaction potentials
at a range of rc/2 or less. In the case of U rep , a cutoff of 6.0
Å was found to be adequate.36 Since the sum in Eq. ~6! had
to be evaluated for all zeolite atoms, for all angles g on an
angular grid ~described below! this cutoff gave meaningful
savings in computation time.
The long range electrostatic interactions necessitated a
more careful treatment, though not as careful ~Ewald sums!
as would be required for a guest with a net charge. We em-
ployed a ‘‘switching’’ function which imposed an exponen-
tial drop-off on the electric field outside of a given radius r1 ,
and set the field outside of a second radius, r2 , to zero. Thus,
the contribution to the electric field at H2 from charge qk at a
distance rk became
E5
qk
rk
2 S~rk!,
where
S~r !5H 0 r>r2e2(r2r1)2 r2.r>1
1 r1.r
. . ~12!
TABLE II. Simulation parameters.
Species a, 10224 cm3 x, 10230 cm3 rvdw , Å I(kcal/mol)
H2 0.79b 6.6h 1.45c,e 356h
Na 0.22a 6.95a 0.98a,g 512i
O 1.4d 17.7a,d 1.45d,f,g 195i
aReference 14.
bReference 83.
cReference 84.
dReference 85.
eReference 86.
fReference 87.
gReference 88.
hReference 89.
iReference 29.
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Cutoff values of r15rc/3 and r25rc/2 were adopted based
on molecular dynamics simulations of polarizable guests.22
Throughout these calculations we have neglected the in-
fluence of phonons and used a rigid zeolite lattice. There is a
possibility that this approximation may have an effect on
dynamical properties like the actual rate of diffusion of H2
through the zeolite. Phonon vibrations of the lattice may thus
effect the passage of the H2 molecule from one cage to the
next. If the equilibrium properties are dominated by time
spent fluctuating within the cages, rather than passing be-
tween them, then ignoring the effects of phonons on quanti-
ties like the ratios of rotational partition functions is probably
very reasonable. In the literature on dynamical simulations of
guests in zeolites, the question of whether one may save
computer time by using a rigid lattice is pertinent. Often the
use of a rigid lattice is based on the intuition that the dynami-
cal behavior of fairly small guests will not be altered if a
flexible framework is used.37 In one study by Demontis
et al.,38 both flexible and rigid frameworks were used to
evaluate the diffusion rate of methane in silicalite. It was
found that properties like diffusion constants, activation en-
ergies, and radial distribution functions were almost unaf-
fected by framework vibrations.
B. Monte Carlo simulation
Our goal is to find sites of adsorption, and separation
factors ~see Sec. III! for hydrogen spin isotopes. In a sequel
to this paper,6 we will present data on molecular orientation,
densities of energy states, and the resulting neutron spectra.
Our method presumes that, as in Sec. II A, the energy of
hydrogen at a location r in the crystal may be separated into
a center-of-mass and an orientational term:
V5V0~r!1Vr~V!. ~13!
The first term of Eq. ~1!, Udisp , corresponds to V0(r); the
remaining terms constitute Vr(V). We further assume that
the hydrogenic wave function may be represented as a prod-
uct of a center-of-mass and an orientational term:
C5C0~r!fr~V!. ~14!
The assumption here is that the angular Schro¨dinger equation
can be solved for each position r; an adiabatic approxima-
tion. It is not obvious that this is appropriate, that center-of-
mass degrees of freedom decouple from rotational degrees of
freedom. However, one may make an approximation similar
to the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, which is fre-
quently used for electronic and nuclear motions, or molecu-
lar rotations and vibrations. The argument is given in the
Appendix. There, we show that if the energy difference be-
tween rotational states is large relative to certain matrix ele-
ments connecting different states, the adiabatic approxima-
tion is satisfactory.
A related assumption in our model is that the center-of-
mass ‘‘motion’’ of the molecule can be treated classically:
C0~r!5d~r2r~t!!. ~15!
In the current work, we do not report on the vibrational lev-
els of the molecule as a whole in the zeolitic host. Were one
to attempt this, it would probably be necessary to amend this
assumption at temperatures significantly below room tem-
perature, because quantization of vibrational levels could not
be neglected, and/or because the zeolitic potential varies sig-
nificantly over the de Broglie wavelength of a free hydrogen
molecule.
In order to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for the rota-
tional motion of hydrogen:
S 2 \22I Lˆ 21Vr~V! Dfrk5erkfrk , ~16!
we employ a block Lanczos method.39 This is a spectral
technique which seeks to diagonalize the operator
Wˆ [e2tH
ˆ
. ~17!
In our case, and in the limit of t small,
Wˆ ’e2tV
ˆ /2 expS 2t Lˆ 22I D e2tVˆ /2. ~18!
The eigenvectors of Wˆ in Eq. ~18! approximate the eigen-
states fr
k with eigenvalues e2ter
k
.
The block Lanzcos method is a general algorithm for
efficiently computing a limited set of eigenvectors and eigen-
values of a large matrix A which requires only a procedure
for operating the matrix on some arbitrary vector X, and a
standard small matrix eigensystem solver. We would like to
diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix H and our technique re-
lies on the fact that the eigenvectors of H and W
5exp@2tH# are identical.
With this approach we first select a block of initial guess
vectors which approximate the eigenvectors we are inter-
ested in computing accurately. Say this initial block is the set
of vectors $Yk
(0)%, and we choose them to be orthogonal to
one another, and normalized. Next we operate with W on
each of the initial vectors to produce a new block of vectors
$WYk
(0)5Xk
(1)%. Gram–Schmidt orthogonalization is used to
modify these new vectors so that they are orthogonal to one
another, orthogonal to all the vectors in the previous block,
and normalized. Let this new block of orthogonalized vectors
be $Yk
(1)%. We now repeat this procedure involving applica-
tion of W to the new block, and orthonormalize the vectors
thus generated with respect to themselves and to all previous
blocks.
It is easily shown that, because of the blockwise or-
thonormalization at each basis set generation cycle, the series
of blocks of orthonormal vectors (Y(0),Y(1),Y(2), . . . ,Y(n))
forms a basis set in which the W matrix is block tridiagonal
with nonzero elements Yl
(i)TWYm
( j)
, where j5i , or j5i
61. This small, sparse matrix can now be diagonalized using
standard methods to give a small group of accurate eigenvec-
tors of the much larger W matrix.
Precisely how many times this block generation cycle
needs to be repeated depends on how well the initial vectors
have been chosen. Obviously if the starting vectors were
exactly the required eigenvectors, then applying W to them
and normalizing would recover the same set of vectors, and
the matrix formed using this very first block of basis vectors
would already be diagonal. However, if the initial guess vec-
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tors were some approximate set, each could be written as a
linear combination of the complete set of true eigenvectors.
Repeated application of W to these initial guess vectors writ-
ten in terms of their superpositions of eigenvectors would
result in the coefficients of each component eigenvector be-
ing multiplied by higher and higher powers of its eigenvalue.
With this approach each newly generated basis vector would
look more and more like the higher eigenvalue component,
and relatively less and less like the lower eigenvalue compo-
nents, contained in its initial expansion. Because we seek the
lowest lying energy eigenvalues, the largest eigenvalues of
W are precisely what we would like to calculate.
The iterative Lanzcos basis set generation procedure
thus disperses the different eigenvector components of the
initial basis set according to their eigenvalues. Eventually,
when the newly generated basis vectors are sufficiently en-
hanced in their higher lying eigenvalue components, they
will in principle provide a good representation of the differ-
ence between the desired eigenvectors and the initial
guesses. Application of a standard eigensystem solver with
the basis set generated in this way will thus be able to re-
solve out the desired components.
As described above, the method might still require the
generation of large numbers of basis vector blocks if the
initial vectors are poorly chosen approximations to the vec-
tors of interest. To overcome this problem, the method we
employ39,40 couples the block Lanzcos procedure described
above with a preconditioning-relaxation approach. The idea
is that if we are interested in a set of low lying eigenstates of
H, then repeated application of exp@2tH# to our initial basis
vectors will exponentially damp out the high energy-
eigenvalue states, enhancing the newly generated basis vec-
tors in the low-lying energy states of interest. The larger the
value of t employed, the faster the high eigenvalue compo-
nents will be relaxed out of the basis set. The Trotter factor-
ization in Eq. ~18! is, of course, only an accurate represen-
tation of exp@2tH# in the small t limit. The approach40 thus
merely preconditions the basis set in a series of steps starting
with large t to quickly remove the high-lying components,
and then uses the resulting states as the starting basis set for
more accurate, small t calculations. For most of the calcula-
tions that we will report here, t was lowered from 1000 a.u.
in four or five steps. Block diagonalization then proceeded
with a value of t in the viscinity of 20 a.u.
In our application, the eigenfunctions of the rotational
Hamiltonian are represented on a grid of N points in orien-
tational space. The values of our orientational basis functions
computed on this grid of points (u i ,f i) form vectors of
length N . Hˆ and Wˆ are N3N matrices. The action of these
matrices is readily computed using the spherical harmonic
functions and Gauss–Legendre quadrature as described be-
low.
In order to diagonalize Wˆ , one needs to evaluate quan-
tities like
^ f iuWˆ u f j&5E ^ f iuV&e2tVr(V)/2 expS 2t Lˆ 22I D
3e2tVr(V)/2^Vu f j&dV ~19!
for basis functions ^Vu f i&. This is achieved by performing
an integral transform:
^giuexpS 2t Lˆ 22I D ug j&
5 (
l50
m52l ,l
‘
^giulm&expS 2t l(l11)2I D ^lmug j&, ~20!
where
^lmug j&5E Y lm~V8!g j~V8!dV8. ~21!
The transform of the function g j5e2tV
ˆ /2f j has as its kernel a
spherical harmonic. The integrals in Eqs. ~19! and ~20! were
performed with Gaussian–Legendre quadrature. The space
of angles u, f was discretized with an angular grid of size
32332. The forward and backward discrete transformations
between the spaces of l ,m , and V are analogous to the dis-
crete Fourier transforms ~Fast Fourier transforms! between
momentum and coordinate space that one might use to
implement a Lanczos or other spectral method in Cartesian
coordinates.
We followed Nstates59 rotational eigenstates for the cur-
rent study. In order to test parameters of the algorithm, we
compared with the expected eigenenergies for a free rotor,
and for a hindered rotor with
V~u!5103B0 sin2~u!, ~22!
whose eigenspectrum was calculated with high precision by
Curl et al.41 The internuclear distance d0 , in terms of which
I5m/2 d0
2
, was taken as 0.77 Å. This value is consistent
with earlier work by one of us,42 though larger the distance at
which the ~theoretical and experimental! interatomic poten-
tial has its minimum ~0.74 Å!,30 and also slightly longer than
a rigid rotor with the experimental rotational constant of B0
585.4 K. We used anywhere from two to five blocks. Our
original guess vectors were the free-rotor eigenstates of hy-
drogen. ~In a lightly perturbed system, it would be necessary
to add some small amount of noise to these to remove the
degeneracy. In the strongly perturbing environment of the
zeolite electric field, this preconditioning was not necessary.!
Using the parameters that we have mentioned above, our
energies were correct to four significant figures for the two
test systems.
The center of mass performs a random walk through the
host, via a standard METROPOLIS MC algorithm.43 From a
location r, a trial step to a new location r8 is made, where r8
is chosen from a uniform distribution of locations centered
on r. This move is accepted or rejected, based on the ratio of
partition functions Q(r)/Q(r8), where
Q~r!5e2bV0(r) (
k50
Nstates
gke2ber
k
~23!
with b51/kBT and gk a degeneracy factor, as discussed be-
low. The move is accepted with probability
min(Q(r)/Q(r8),1). If rejected, the center-of-mass reverts to
the position r. The procedure is iterated, to produce a Mar-
kov chain of positions weighted by the canonical probability
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density. The Lanzcos rotational state calculations are fairly
expensive so we could only perform fairly limited sampling
of the different configurations of the center-of-mass of the H2
molecule. Typically our MC runs which determine separa-
tion factors ~Sec. III! involve only 1000–2000 center-of-
mass moves. Monitoring the fluctuations during these calcu-
lations, however, as well as repeating calculations for 1000
steps and different initial conditions indicates that the runs
effectively jump between several local minimum positions of
the H2 center-of-mass in the zeolite many times throughout
the calculation, rather than trapping in these local minima.
We made no attempt to anneal sufficiently to determine glo-
bal energy minima within the unit cell. For example, the
minimum found at 10 K and discussed in Sec. IV can only be
presumed to be a local minimum, sufficiently deep to trap the
molecule at this low temperature.
Degeneracy factors in Eq. ~23! arise from nuclear spin;
gk is 1 for the spin singlet state, para hydrogen and 3 for the
triplet, ortho hydrogen.44 The determination of the nuclear
spin of state k was made based on the inversion symmetry of
the corresponding wave function calculated with the Lanczos
algorithm. Because the nuclei of hydrogen are identical fer-
mions, the molecular wave function must be antisymmetric
under exchange of the nuclei. The molecular wave function
is, in principle, a product of translational, vibrational, elec-
tronic, rotational, and nuclear terms, but only the last two are
modeled here. If the rotational state fr
k(u ,f) is odd ~even!
under inversion of coordinates ~i.e., u→p2u and f→f
1p! then we declare the nuclear spin wave function to be
even ~odd! under exchange. For example, for free hydrogen,
one expects this parity of the rotational level indexed by J to
simply vary as (21)J, so that J even ~odd! corresponds to
para ~ortho! hydrogen. A coupling between nuclear spin and
rotational state enables the separation of spin isotopes in zeo-
lites and related materials; this is the topic of Sec. III.
III. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES AND
SEPARATION OF SPIN ISOTOPES
The separation of the spin isotopes, ortho and para hy-
drogen, was first attempted in the 1950s by Sandler;45 with
his most successful separation occurring at 90.2 K on a TiO2
surface. Some subsequent separation studies involved alu-
mina as the catalytic surface;46,47 on this surface, the first
complete purifications of ortho hydrogen48,49 were achieved.
At the heart of the phenomenon of separation is the differ-
ential heat of adsorption of ortho and para hydrogen, with
the former being more strongly adsorbed. From Sandler on-
ward, people presumed that the preferential adsorption of
ortho hydrogen was due primarily to hindered rotation of
hydrogen on the adsorbing surface. The so-called separation
factor is defined as
S[
~Qo /Qp!ads
~Qo /Qp!gas , ~24!
where Qo ,p are the partition functions of ortho and para
hydrogen, respectively, and the numerator and denominator
of Eq. ~24! refer to the adsorbed and the free, gas phase,
respectively. Hindered rotation is relevent because of the
correlation between rotational state and nuclear spin statis-
tics. Para hydrogen has a nuclear state with total spin zero—
antisymmetric under exchange of the nuclei—so it must exist
in a symmetric rotational state; similarly, ortho hydrogen
~total nuclear spin 1! exists in an antisymmetric rotational
state.44 Modifications of these states, so that they need not
correspond to free-hydrogen orbitals, are induced by the an-
isotropic potential near the adsorbing surface. At sufficiently
low temperatures, this alters the partition functions in the
numerator of Eq. ~24!, and SÞ1.
Various simple models of the anisotropic potential have
been tried, in order to calculate S for comparison with ex-
periment. Potentials which force hydrogen to move as a pla-
nar rotor,45,46 harmonic potentials which favor either planar
rotation or out-of-plane libration,50 potentials with both an
out-of-plane and an in-plane hindering term,51,52 as well as
couplings of the above to motions of the center-of-mass nor-
mal to the adsorbing surface50,51,53 have been explored. All
of these models predict the preferential adsorption of ortho
hydrogen; at low temperatures, this stems from the fact that
all predict a gap between the ground ~para! and first excited
state~s! ~ortho! which is lower than the gap between the J
50 and triplet of J51 states for free hydrogen. Typically, in
the hindering potential, these two become ‘‘tunnel-splitting’’
states, with an energy gap which is extremely sensitive to the
height of the barrier; and the smaller the gap, the larger the
numerator in Eq. ~24!. All of the models mentioned above,
save the planar rotor, have adjustable parameters that are
specific to the surface, so the best test of any model relies on
comparison with data over a wide range of temperatures;
experimental data on separation of deuterium ~for which
para is the preferentially adsorbed species! provides an ad-
ditional test of the model.50 For example, Katorski and
White54 model hydrogen as a Morse oscillator that is hin-
dered out of plane. They find good agreement for S and heats
of adsorption with previous chromatographic experiments in-
volving homo- and heteronuclear diatomics of hydrogen,
deuterium, and tritium adsorbed on alumina at 77.4 K. How-
ever, experimental data on adsorbtion with leached glass
over an ~albeit narrow! range of temperatures55 shows a sys-
tematic deviation from the best fit which the model can pro-
vide. As these authors conclude, a less simplified model of
the solid surface is probably needed, in which atom–atom
interactions are taken into account. Such a model is espe-
cially important if a zeolite is chosen as the adsorbent, for it
is much less homogeneous than, e.g., alumina. ~The first
separation on zeolite was performed by Bachmann et al.56 in
1962; separations were acheived on both 13X and zeolite
5A.!
Atom–atom models arose after advances in scientific
computing made molecular simulation common. Larin and
Parbuzin57 improved on the model of a homogeneous zeolite
surface; and studied hydrogen and deuterium separation in
zeolites 4A ~Na-A! and 5A. Interaction energies between
host and guest, as well as between guests in the medium
coverage limit, were modeled in detail. Ultimately, hindered
molecular rotations were still fit to a simple form of the
Evett–Sams–MacRury type:
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V~u ,f!5l cos2~u!1m~12cos nf! ~25!
with n52. This allowed the authors to calculate the rota-
tional contribution to the partition function. Though the
study was limited by the authors’ ability to consider only a
few discrete binding sites and orientations for the guest, they
noted good agreement with experiment for a range of low
temperatures for low coverage of 4A; and were able to cor-
relate the molecular environment of the guest with the shape
of the hindering potential. Our model, which accounts only
for guest–host interactions, should be sufficient for deter-
mining the separation factor for hydrogen at low coverage
and temperature. Though it may be the case that such low
coverages are difficult to achieve at low temperature, our
interest in the single-guest result is supported by Larin and
Parbuzin’s finding that the interactions between guests at
medium coverage are roughly 0.01 times as strong as the
guest–host interactions, and that the separation factor de-
pended weakly on coverage ~principally because the fields
from the NaIII ion were screened by neighboring H2 mol-
ecules!. An advantage of our calculation is that hydrogen
explores a variety of adsorption sites at thermal equilibrium,
as guided by the MC random walk described in Sec. II. We
should note though that, as mentioned in Sec. II B, our model
neglects vibrational zero point motions of the center of mass.
Vibrations against the host walls may be important in
weighting Monte Carlo trajectories. Certainly, the difference
in vibrational zero-point energy contributes greatly to the
separation of mass isotopes like H2 and D2.50,53,54 The cal-
culation is easier if vibrations are assumed to be harmonic,
and/or if rotations and vibrations are assumed to be decou-
pled. For the general case, quantum Monte Carlo58 and path
integral59 methods are now able to tackle the simultaneous
calculation of quantized vibrational and rotation motions.
Other methods, including pseudospectral methods, have re-
cently been used in order to understand rovibrations of the
water dimer.60
To find S , the partition functions of Eq. ~24! were those
of Eq. ~23!, and were generated during the procedure that
determined acceptable steps for the random walk. Thus, at
each step, Qo /Qpuads was determined for a single center-of-
mass position within the solid. This quantity was averaged
over a 700 step trajectory in order to determine separation
factors as they appear in Table III. The listed uncertainties
are the standard deviations from the mean values of S . Our
uncertainties are dominated by the variation of S from place
to place in the cavity, rather than by the expected error in a
single measurement of S . ~This is true despite the fact that
uncertainties increase as the temperature decreases, and
hence the range of positions visited by the hydrogen is re-
duced. The explanation may lie in the great sensitivity of the
tunnel-splitting energy to the height of the hindering barrier.!
For comparison with our data, we have listed the experimen-
tal results of Gant et al.61 Those results, taken during gas–
solid chromatography experiments in zeolite Na-A, were
conducted in the temperature range 135– 160 K. We have
extrapolated these results where relevent, assuming a linear
~Arrhenius! relationship between ln(S) and 1/T . From the
experimental data, and on theoretical grounds, one would not
expect this relationship to hold over a wide range of tem-
peratures; indeed an extrapolation to T5300 yields a non-
physical value of S,1, and is not listed in the table. In and
near the temperature range of the experiment, agreement
with our calculation is very good. These experimental data
were also used for comparision in Ref. 57; they had good
agreement with experiment, and hence with our calculation,
for their model ‘‘C.’’ 62
It is useful to refer atom–atom potential energy surfaces
to simple models of the type of Eq. ~25!. For example, the
three favorable adsorption sites in Na-A, according to Ref.
57, were best fit with l511.20,10.48,7.07 and m
55.66,1.29,3.59. Earlier studies inferred the degree of hin-
dering of the rotor based on experimental measurements of
S: MacRury and Sams52 fit the leached glass data of Ref. 55
with l<10 and m’1. A typical rotational potential energy
surface in our study at 100 K is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The
surface has two equivalent maxima and minima, separated
by saddle points. The height of these saddles above the
minima correspond to the height of the barrier to tunneling.
For the model of Eq. ~25!, this saddle height is simply 2m , as
the plot in Fig. 2~b! illustrates. In this model, in-plane hin-
drance (mÞ0) is synonymous with the existence of a saddle
point. It is required in order to obtain small tunnel splittings
~that is, for any lÞ0, the tunnel-splitting energy vanishes as
m grows large!, and hence to obtain large separation factors
at low temperatures.
Figures 2~a! and 2~b! are cylindrical projections, so for
example, the lines cos u561 correspond to points at the
north and south poles of a sphere. The large variations in the
potential close to these lines in Fig. 2~b! points out that this
model, which originated as an expansion in cos u, is not very
physical for displacements of the rotor that are far from
cos u50. In Ref. 6, we suggest a modification of Eq. ~25! for
which this unphysical feature is absent. A more natural way
to view these potential surfaces is directly on the surface of
the sphere. This is done for the data of Fig. 2~a! in Fig. 2~c!.
From this image, it is clear that the sinusoidal nature of the
minimum-energy path between equivalent minima in Fig.
2~a! simply results from the failure of the saddles and other
‘‘landmarks’’ of the potential energy surface to coincide with
the reference crystallographic axes . . . in particular, the z
axis from which the polar angle u is measured. In fact, the
preferred path that the hydrogen bond axis follows, between
equivalent minima through a saddle point, lies in a plane.
We analyzed each potential energy surface for the 750
locations ~302 unique! of a 50 K MC run, as well as the ~559
TABLE III. Separation factors. As is discussed in Sec. IV, an ‘‘A’’ and a
‘‘B’’ side of a NaIII ion provide wells in which H2 becomes trapped for the
duration of the run.
T(K) S Sexpta
300 1.0160.01 fl
152 1.0460.03 1.058
135 1.0860.03 1.108
100 1.1760.06 1.27
50 3.460.5A, 4.560.5B 2.2
aExperimental data refer to actual or extrapolated results of Gant et al. ~Ref.
61!; see the text for discussion.
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unique! locations of a 300 K run, with step sizes of d
50.5 Å. This yielded the data of Fig. 3, a histogram of
saddle-point barrier heights. The mean barrier height is 4.6B
for the case of 50 K, and is slightly smaller, 4.0B , at room
temperature. Interestingly, the half widths are roughly iden-
tical for the two barrier distributions; the standard deviation
of each curve is 1.3B . The most notable difference is not the
half width, but the fact that very low barriers appear in the
300 K sample, but not at 50 K. Observed barriers varied
from approximately 8B down to 1.5B at 50 K, and down to
less than 0.5B at 300 K. These end points deserve some
comment, because while surfaces of the type of Fig. 2~a! are
typical, the end points of the distribution tend to correspond
to unusual potential energy surfaces. Figure 2~d! is a 300 K
surface in which the saddle points are so low that they are
roughly isopotential with the minima. In other words, this is
the case of a planar rotor, and corresponds to Eq. ~25! with
m50. One would expect such a surface, for example, if hy-
drogen were adsorbed side-on to a single cation. Reference
57 observes such a surface for hydrogen in zeolite 5A, in
which a single Ca ion dominates adsorption in this way.
More strange is the case of the 50 K surface in Fig. 2~e!. In
this case, it is the maxima that form an equitorial band inter-
rupted by a small saddle, and the hydrogen oscillates in the
isolated minima as a librator. The highest barriers in Fig. 3
seem to correspond to surfaces of this type. We saw one
position out of more than 1000 examined, in which the po-
tential surface had four local minima. However, these
minima were not of equal depth. We must conclude that
there were few or no potential environments in our simula-
tion which were qualitatively different from Figs. 2~c!–2~e!,
and which had a symmetry higher than n52. Though the
high symmetry of the aluminosilicate structure of zeolites
has caused some authors to speculate that adsorbtion might
produce angular potentials with higher symmetries, we have
not seen this to be the case. Certainly, the locations of the Na
cations break the symmetry in Na-A; and interactions with
these cations dominate the behavior of adsorbed hydrogen.
The separate terms in expression Eq. ~1! can be checked
for the importance of their contributions to the potential en-
ergy surface. Typically, at locations sampled at 50 K, it is the
quadrupole energy Umultipole that varies the most in magni-
FIG. 2. ~a! Contour map for the part of the potential energy dependent on the orientation of the intramolecular axis. These data correspond to a typical 100
K location in Na-A. Polar and azimuthal angles are defined in the conventional way, with reference to the x , y , and z axes aligned with principal axes of
crystal. Here, rotational constant, B582 K. ~b! Contour map corresponding to Eq. ~25!. l,m were chosen as 10.7B and 2.25B , so as to produce the same
maxima and saddle barrier as in ~a!. ~c! The same data as in ~a!, but shown as a function of angle on the surface of a sphere. ~d! Orientation-dependent
potential energy at a 50 K location in the zeolite in which hydrogen would behave roughly as a ‘‘planar rotor.’’ ~e! Orientation-dependent potential energy
at a 50 K location in the zeolite in which hydrogen would behave roughly as a ‘‘librator.’’
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tude, and hence gives the potential energy surface its shape.
Further the dominant contribution to this interaction seems to
arise from the electrostatic field produced by Na, as opposed
to the O, ions, but see Sec. IV and Ref. 6 for a couple of
detailed cases, and statistics on the proximity of various Na
ions. Variations in the polarization term, Upol , with angle are
generally smaller by a factor of about 4, and while it induces
minor variations in the shape of the potential energy surface,
its main effect is to lower the energy uniformly ~as does the
dispersion attraction!. The short-range repulsion raises the
energy uniformly; variations in this term are rarely impor-
tant. ~One exceptional case may be when hydrogen is found
almost precisely in a doorway.! The importance of a quad-
rupole interaction with Na in determining S was also found
by Furuyama and Inoue.63 Their system, sodium mordenite,
has linear channels lined with Na ions. They performed both
experimental separations and calculations of the relative im-
portance of the various interaction terms, and concluded that
the quadrupole interaction, averaged over positions in the
channel, is dominant and produces an average potential bar-
rier of 1.5 kcal/mol58.6 B . Energy level diagrams of Refs.
50 and 51, and the use of only the ground states of ortho and
para hydrogen in Eq. ~24! then predict values of S in rough
agreement with the experiment at 77 and 90 K.
A quadrupole interacting with a single Na cation would
produce a planar rotor potential of the type of Fig. 2~d!. If
there are two ~or more! ions close by the planes of rotation
will, in general, cross and produce the generic potential of
the type of Fig. 2~c!. The librator of Fig. 2~e! arises in an
interesting way. The two closest ions are a NaIII and NaI at
distances of 2.449 and 2.686 Å, respectively. A model con-
taining only these two ions will approximately reproduce the
potential energy surface, Fig. 2~e!, from the entire crystal.
The pair of vectors from hydrogen to each ion very nearly
form a right angle. Thus, the planes of rotation defined by
quadrupole interaction with each ion cross at almost a right
angle. As a result the maxima add to form the ‘‘band’’ across
the sphere, as seen in Fig. 2. A configuration in which the
two closest ions are NaIII and NaI , both roughly 2.5 Å dis-
tant, is a typical one; though not the only type found to be
adsorptive in our studies. In particular, the minimum-energy
configuration found in a series of studies by Larin et al. is of
this type; their data will be discussed further in Sec. IV.
In conclusion, at temperatures of 50 K and above, it is
difficult to replace the details of this heterogeneous zeolite
surface with a single, simple model, in order to predict S .
The distribution of saddle barriers of Fig. 3 is wide, and each
barrier may or may not be much less than the maximum of
the potential energy surface, (l12m) in the language of Eq.
~25!. This makes it impossible to propose a single formula
that predicts S directly from these data; and an atom–atom
simulation seems necessary for comparison with experiment.
On the other hand, the simple in- and out-of-plane barrier
model is a useful one to keep in mind, together with order-
of-magnitude estimates of the model parameters. In Fig. 4
we have plotted the tunnel-splitting energy as a function of
the in-plane barrier for the 302 unique steps in a 750-step
trajectory simulated at 50 K. These data are to be compared
with the predicted dependence of tunnel-splitting energy on
the barrier height, 2m, that appears in Ref. 52. Evidently,
out-of-plane barriers in the range of l51 – 10 yield tunnel
splittings which are typical of our simulated results. ~It is
logical to compare l12m directly with the difference be-
tween the potential maximum and minimum at the various
locations in the MC trajectory. For this 50 K trajectory the
difference has a mean of 10.2B and a half-width of 2.5B .!
These tunnel splittings yield good agreement with
experiment;6 despite the fact that the typical in-plane barriers
are about a factor of 2 smaller than the barrier at the most
favorable adsorption site reported in Ref. 57. However, qNa
51.0e in this reference, and we noted that our barrier heights
increased by a factor of 2 when our model charge was raised
FIG. 3. Histogram of heights of in-plane barriers to
rotation for 50 K ~top! and 300 K ~bottom! trajectories.
Vertical axes give relative weights; both trajectories
consist of 750 configurations.
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from qNa50.6e to qNa50.8e .6 We should also note that the
barrier in the Na-Mordenite study of Ref. 63, which is an
out-of-plane one, compares favorably in magnitude with the
out-of-plane barriers in our study.
One experimental phenomenon on which we have not
touched is spin conversion. Chemical and physical mecha-
nisms in real zeolites will convert between ortho and para
forms, working against their separation and driving their
relative concentrations to the gas phase value. Brown et al.64
found that at low tempertures a physical mechanism is domi-
nant: the interaction with paramagnetic ions in the zeolite.
The rate of spin conversion has been measured in 4A and
related systems.64,65 In principle, one could therefore predict
the degree of conversion, and indeed whether separation
could ever be achieved in a particular experiment, given the
amount of zeolite surface and the time course of the experi-
mental procedure. In practice, conflicting results61,66 are ob-
tained. So, whether a separation is achieved in a given ex-
periment seems to be dependent on the zeolite sample in a
way which is difficult to control.67 Of course, in our calcu-
lation, spin conversion is absent.
IV. PREFERRED LOCATIONS
A precise knowledge of the location of adsorbate mol-
ecules in zeolites is of critical importance for the understand-
ing of interactions with the host, which in turn determine the
functionality of such systems for gas storage, separation, and
catalysis. While large molecules ~such as benzene, for ex-
ample! can in favorable cases be located by diffraction meth-
ods, and the resulting adsorption complex used to derive an
interatomic force field,68 it is virtually impossible to find
very small molecules such as H2 by the same technique. The
reason for this is that even at low temperature small mol-
ecules may adsorb at a variety of sites, and therefore not
contribute to the diffraction pattern in a coherent way. For
example, attempts to locate one or two D2 molecules per
supercage in CoNa-A and in CaNa-A by neutron
diffraction69 were indeed unsuccessful.
Indirect methods have therefore been used to infer some
modest detail about the adsorption sites of H2 in zeolites by
IR spectroscopy7,8,16,17,19,70,71 or by deducing the transitions
of the hindered H2 rotor as described in the present and pre-
vious neutron studies.6,72,73 Both of these techniques depend
on calculations in order to associate the observed excitation
with adsorption at a particular site. Therein lies the impor-
tance of studies like this one which establish this connection
for the hindered rotations of the adsorbed H2 molecule in
Na-A. ~Some studies which achieve a similar connection for
IR vibrational shifts will be cited below.! Moreover, our
work illustrates various expected features of H2 binding such
as being side-on to the cation because of the predominance
of the quadrupole interactions,34,35,63,70,71,74 as well as the
inaccessibility of the sodalite cage75 to H2 at ambient tem-
peratures and low pressures because of steric constraints.
Typical MC trajectories at temperatures of T5300 and
50 K are displayed in Figs. 5 and 6. At 300 K ~Fig. 5!, the
hydrogen is free to explore the extent of the supercage, and is
also free to cross through the octagonal doorways between
cages. At 100 K such crossings are less common during
simulation, and hydrogen shows a preference for the viscin-
ity of both a NaII and NaIII ion. At 50 K, the hydrogen has
settled into a potential well in this vicinity, and exits from a
single well are not observed during any of the MC trajecto-
ries that were generated. ~For clarity, NaI , O, and framework
atoms are not shown in Figs. 5 and 6.!
As mentioned in Sec. II A, a choice was made on a set of
sodium locations, and any such choice alters the Pm3m
point-group symmetry of the system. It turns out that for our
choice of sodium coordinates, there are distinct favorable
binding ‘‘sites’’ for hydrogen on two sides of the NaIII ion:
The role of NaIII as the favored low temperature adsorption
site for H2 in Na-A has been argued in studies by Cohen de
Lara and others.21,71,76 Figure 6~a! displays a trajectory on
FIG. 4. The difference between ground and first excited state energies ~tun-
nel splitting! vs the in-plane barrier height. Open circles: A 750 step MC
trajectory taken at 50 K ~with hydrogen remaining on the ‘‘A’’ side of
NaIII!, closed triangles: MacRury and Sams ~1970! data for l51, solid
squares: ditto for l510.
FIG. 5. MC trajectory of length 2000 steps, generated at T5300 K. White
path is the center of mass of the H2 molecule. The Si/Al framework and NaII
and NaIII ions are shown.
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the so-called ‘‘A’’ side, in which the NaII–NaIII distance is
3.85 Å. ~This trajectory produced, for example, the data in
Figs. 3 and 4.! The distance is rather larger, 5.11 Å, on the
‘‘B’’ side of Fig. 6~b!. Figure 7 is a schematic picture of the
geometry of NaII ion placement on the two sides; a place-
ment dictated by the choice made in Table I. While the po-
tential barrier between these two sites is too high for classi-
cal, activated transport between them to happen easily at 50
K; the well depths are virtually the same. The average inter-
nal energy of hydrogen is ^U&521370,21385 K on the
‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ sides, respectively; with a standard deviation
of about 50 K, as one would expect, over a typical MC
trajectory.
Despite the similar affinity that hydrogen has for these
two sites, a disparity in 50 K separation factors ~Table III! is
evident. This can be traced to the difference in tunnel-
splitting energy which is, on average, around 20 K lower on
the ‘‘B’’ side. The more ‘‘cramped’’ geometry on the ‘‘A’’
side of Fig. 7 seems to push hydrogen further from the NaIII .
As we will mention below, 50 K trajectories on the ‘‘A’’ side
seem to prefer the viscinity of NaII , and a lower rotational
barrier results.
As one might expect, not just the tunnel splitting, but all
of the low-lying energy level separations are rather different
on the two sides. This produces rather different neutron spec-
tra from the two sides, as will be seen in Ref. 6. It is con-
ceivable that in a real zeolite, at low temperatures, the two
NaII ions of Fig. 7 adjust themselves so that the four cations
shown have maximal space between them. This would ren-
der the ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B’’ sides equivalent. ~Some recent results
on low temperature cationic configurations in Na-A can be
found in Ref. 77.! Neutron spectra from a real zeolite Na-A
might reflect the fact that hydrogens bound in different wells
can make distinctly different contributions to the neutron
spectrum.
Though we have not done an exhaustive search for
minima and saddle surfaces in this zeolitic potential, Fig. 8
displays hydrogen quenched from 50 K down to 10 K on the
‘‘A’’ side. That is, this 2000 step random walk at 10 K ~with
d50.05 Å and an acceptance ratio of 60%! was generated
beginning with the last position displayed in Fig. 6~a!. One
finds the hydrogen trapped in close proximity to ~around 2.3
Å away from! a NaII ion, near the octagonal doorway. NaIII
and NaI are the next-nearest ions, both approximately 4.5 Å
distant. The rotational potential has the usual in- and out-of-
plane hindering; the tunnel-splitting energy is roughly 44 K
(31 cm21).
If one neglects the disorder arising from the choice of
NaII ~only one out of four symmetry-equivalent positions can
be occupied! and NaIII ~only one out of twelve!, then zeolite
Na-A has various axes of symmetry. These axes can be eas-
ily visualized by referring to the ring structure of the Si/Al
framework: two-, three-, and fourfold axes pass through the
FIG. 6. Two MC trajectories of length 2000 steps, generated at T550 K. ~a!
Trajectory has been equilibrated on the ‘‘A’’ side of the NaIII ion. ~b! Tra-
jectory has been equilibrated on the ‘‘B’’ side of the NaIII ion.
FIG. 7. A schematic view of the geometry near the A and B adsorption
‘‘sites’’ for hydrogen in Na-A. Sodium cations of types I, II, and III are
shown as circled plus symbols, and they are located within the appropriate
type of framework ring. Two-, three-, and fourfold axes can be imagined as
coming out of the page, centered on the appropriate ring. Each dashed line
then completes a triangle formed by a fourfold and a threefold axis. The
dashed lines can be thought of as the planes, viewed end-on, in which
low-temperature hydrogen trajectories lie.
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centers of square, hexagonal, and octagonal rings, respec-
tively. ~See Fig. 3 of Ref. 11.! It is reasonable to postulate
that hydrogen minima bear a relationship to, and may even
fall upon, a symmetry axis. Symmetry axes are shown in Fig.
9, together with a 100 K ~‘‘A’’ side! and 50 K ~‘‘B’’ side!
MC trajectory. While we find that there are two roughly
equivalent wells on either side of NaIII , we find that these
wells do not seem to coincide with a symmetry axis. Though
it is difficult to perceive from a single view as in Fig. 9,
neither trajectory actually crosses any symmetry axis.
Rather, trajectories at 50 K and below can be characterized
as lying in the plane formed by the adjacent three- and four-
fold axes. That is, they lie in the plane formed by the vectors
from the supercage center to the closest NaI and NaII ions.
Figure 7 is helpful here; the dashed lines can be thought of as
coinciding with these planes. With coordinates defined as in
Table I, this is the plane which passes through the z axis with
a normal direction: xˆ1 yˆ on the ‘‘A’’ side, and on the ‘‘B’’
side it is a plane which passes through the y axis with normal
direction: xˆ- zˆ . Thus, the trajectories lie ‘‘above’’ the plane
formed by the three- and twofold axes, which is to say, the
hydrogen center of mass remains above the plane formed by
the vectors to the closest NaII and NaIII ions. Again, Fig. 7
provides a helpful view.
In an interesting set of calculational studies,21,76,78 Larin,
Cohen De Lara, Leherte and others compute the effect of the
Na-A environment on the observed IR stretching frequency
of H2. ~An early study of this type is Ref. 71, with Ref. 79
using this method for H2 in various forms of ZSM-5. Earlier
studies of this type for Na–Ca-A were performed in Refs. 19
and 57.! Several important conclusions were drawn, includ-
ing the best potential model to reproduce the experimental
shifts ~‘‘ionicity’’ of the model!,21,76 the size of the ortho–
para splitting of the first vibrational transition, and the rela-
tive importance of hindered rotations and center-of-mass vi-
brations to the frequency shift.76 In all of the Na-A studies,
the two deepest potential wells were found to occur on or
near the threefold axes closest to NaIII. This was also found
to be the case for Ca–Na-A according to Ref. 57; while in
Ref. 19 one infers from the discussion that the minimum of
2920 cm21 is near, but not directly on this axis.
Differences in our model of Na-A and that of Larin et al.
~crystalline symmetries, slightly different atomic positions,
NaII and NaIII disorder, details of the potential! make it un-
likely that we would find identical minima. Though the po-
tential model of Larin et al. evolved somewhat in their series
of papers, the location of their minimum was consistent.
~The authors note that the minimum shifts somewhat when
potential parameters are varied.! So it is worth noting that we
find a saddle point, but not a global minimum, directly on the
C3 axes closest to NaIII ; and we would not tend to describe
the trajectories of Figs. 6~a! and 6~b! as hovering about this
axis. However, consider a typical position on the ‘‘B’’ side
in our model, in the viscinity of what we must assume is an
energy minimum for our model. Such a position has this
essential feature in common with the position identified by
Larin et al.: It is roughly equidistant from NaIII and NaI , 2.6
and 2.7 Å, respectively; to be compared with 2.9 and 2.8 Å
in Ref. 78. We are also in agreement about the depth of the
well; approximately 21800 K.21 Perhaps it is relevent to ex-
amine the statistics of proximity to the important, NaIII ion.
We find that at 50 K on the ‘‘B’’ side, NaIII is the ion closest
to H2 more than 75% of the time, with NaI the second closest
in these configurations. In the remainder of the configura-
tions, NaIII is second closest and NaI closest.
Interestingly, the situation is different on the ‘‘A’’ side.
During some 2000 step runs at 50 K, NaII is the closest ion
on each step, and some configurations involve binding to it at
FIG. 8. MC trajectory of length 2000 steps, generated at T510 K. The
center of mass of the H2 molecule is confined to a small region, of extent
around 0.2 Å, in the vicinity of the NaII ion. For reference, the inset shows
the size scale of the hydrogen.
FIG. 9. Two MC trajectories of length 2000 steps, generated at T5100 and
50 K. Axes of two-, three-, and fourfold symmetry are labeled. Ions and
framework atoms are not shown; a NaIII ion is situated on the twofold axis
closest to the viewer.
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a distance of less than 2.5 Å, with other ions much more
distant. ~The 10 K data discussed below are a configuration
of this type.! But some of the lowest energies in these ‘‘A’’
trajectories arise when H2 is able to adsorb in a position
which is also close to NaIII ~e.g., at a distance of less than 2.9
Å!.
Of course, in our MC study it is the average energy,
including zero-point rotational energy, which guides trajec-
tories. Thus locations where the bare potential energy is low,
but zero-point rotational energy is high, may not be weighted
very strongly; in contrast to studies that use only the bare
potential energy to guide sampling. While we have not ana-
lyzed the data exhaustively, a few cases serve to illustrate the
situation. For a typical location on the ‘‘B’’ side, we find that
the dispersion attraction, Udisp and the sum of U rep1Upol
1Umultipole[U rot make contributions of roughly equal mag-
nitude to the total potential energy, which is U521886 K.
Specifically, U rot52987 K. The zero-point energy in this
rotational well is E05515 K, which substantially decreases
the ‘‘effective’’ depth of the well. In contrast, on the ‘‘A’’
side, a typical location with U521810 K has rotational
terms which are less important than Udisp . Specifically,
U rot52462 K, with a zero-point energy of only E0599 K.
~For what it is worth, we find that the saddle point which
seems to correlate with the minimum of Larin et al. has a
well depth which is dominated by U rot52859 K, with a
significant zero-point rotational energy: E05402 K.! Perhaps
one can summarize by saying that the two different wells,
‘‘A’’ and ‘‘B,’’ are attractive for different reasons. The
former harbors configurations with a large dispersion energy
and low rotational barriers, while the latter owes its attrac-
tiveness to a deep rotational potential. This issue is signifi-
cant if one hopes to deduce rotational barriers from the ad-
sorption strength of a site. Unfortunately, it indicates that the
two may or may not be correlated—that one might have deep
but ‘‘flat’’ wells, as well as ‘‘steep’’ wells, in a single host/
guest system.
As was discussed in Sec. III, one might look into the
importance of each host atom, and each type of term in Eq.
~1!, in determining the potential, and hence the binding en-
ergy, the orientation of the bond axis, and the ease of rota-
tional tunneling of H2 at various locations in the host. Be-
cause our technique involves solving the angular
Schro¨dinger equation on an angular grid, we have additional
information about the shape of the rotational wave function
of hydrogen, Cn(V). We will take up this analysis in the
sequel to this paper, Ref. 6.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have performed a computational study
of hydrogen in zeolite Na-A, in which we have sampled
hydrogen at fixed locations in the zeolite cavity ~a Born–
Oppenheimer approximation! at temperatures in the range of
10– 300 K. Two roughly degenerate adsorption regions are
identified, in proximity to NaIII and/or NaII ions. The typical
rotational potential energy surface has twofold symmetry,
with both in- and out-of-plane hindering. The relationship
between cationic positions and potential features is subtle,
with both O and Na playing a role in determining barrier
locations and heights. The distribution of in-plane barriers
heights is broad, with a mean between 4B and 5B at tem-
peratures between 50 and 300 K. Tunnel-splitting energies,
as determined from a Lanczos solution to the angular Schro¨-
dinger equation, are related to these barriers in a way which
is consistent with earlier analytical models of MacRury et al.
Thermodynamic separation factors for ortho and para hydro-
gen range from approximately unity at room temperature to
3–5 at 50 K. These separation factors are in good agreement
both with experimental results at intermediate temperatures,
and with a previous simulation.
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APPENDIX: BORN–OPPENHEIMER APPROXIMATION
Consider the following Hamiltonian for the hydrogen
molecule:
Hˆ 52
\2
2m „
21V0~r!2
\2
2I L
ˆ
21Vr~V!
[Hˆ 0~r!1Hˆ r~V!. ~A1!
The first and last two terms constitute Hˆ 0 and Hˆ r , respec-
tively. Lˆ is the angular momentum operator for a rigid, linear
rotor and I is the moment of inertia. „ denotes differentiation
with respect to the center-of-mass coordinate r. We write the
time dependent wavefunction for the H2 rotations and center-
of-mass translations as
c~r,V,t !5(
k8
^Vuk8;r&xk8~r,t !, ~A2!
where the rotational state functions, ^Vuk8;r&, satisfy
^VuHˆ ruk8;r&5er
k8^Vuk8;r&, ~A3!
and xk8(r,t) are expansion coefficient functions.
Substituting Eq. ~A2! into i\(]C/]t)5Hˆ C , it is easily
shown that these coefficient functions satisfy the following
equations:
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i\
]xk
]t
52
\2
2m „
2xk1@V0~r!1er
k#xk2
\2
2m
3F(
k8
^k;ru„2uk8;r&1 (
k8Þk
2^k;ru„uk8;r&
„Gxk8. ~A4!
Our rotational Born–Oppenheimer approximation proceeds
by assuming that the adiabatic rotational eigenstates uk8;r&
depend weakly on center-of-mass position r, so the terms in
the second line of Eq. ~A4! can be ignored compared to the
other terms. Under these circumstances, the coefficient func-
tions for the different rotational states decouple, and their
dynamics as functions of center-of-mass position are gov-
erned by
Hˆ com52
\2
2m „
21V0~r!1er
k
. ~A5!
In our approach, we assume that this center-of-mass mo-
tion can be treated classically. This approximation is particu-
larly vulnerable to breakdown in the case of near-degeneracy
of rotational levels. This case is explored in detail in the
work of Refs. 42 and 80. In the analogous electronic problem
this results in nonadiabatic transitions between electronic
states.
In the zeolite, strong anisotropic interactions with the
electric field completely break the 2J11-fold degeneracy of
hydrogen’s rotational energy levels. However, as a numerical
check, we examined the variation of the rotational wave
function while displacing the center-of-mass by various
amounts, taking care to not move into unphysical locations.
A successful strategy was to displace the molecule along a
MC trajectory. Typical data are given in Fig. 10, in which
the self-overlaps of the ground, first, and second excited
states are shown as the center of mass is shifted by a distance
s . One sees a slow variation of orientational wave functions
on length scales less than 1 Å; the ‘‘correlation length’’ for
the variation looks to be between 2 and 3 Å.
Further, at several MC-generated locations r, we exam-
ined corrections of the dimensionless form:81
g15
\2
m~ek2ek8!
~^k;ru„uk8;r&!2,
~A6!
g25
\2
m~ek2ek8!
^k;ru„2uk8;r& .
These were evaluated numerically:
g1’
\2
m~ek2ek8!
~^k;ruk8;r1ds&/ds !2 ~A7!
for ds small; g2 was estimated in a similar way.82 Test runs
examining the four lowest-lying states indicated that the
pairings k50, k853 and k51, k852 gave the largest values
of the matrix elements in Eq. ~A6!. Taking into account the
energy denominator, the latter represented the transition with
the largest nonadiabatic character, and typical values of the
corrections to the Born–Oppenheimer approximation from
this transition were
g1’0.002, g2’0.03. ~A8!
Values of these parameters will vary with location in the
zeolite, and without having tested all locations, we cannot
rule out that we have missed some special sites where ‘‘ac-
cidental’’ degeneracy produces a significant nonadiabatic
coupling between vibrations and rotations. But based on our
testing, it seems that the adiabatic approximation is appropri-
ate.
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